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Elizabeth Eakins 
raises sheep on her 
Kansas farm and 
weaves the wool on 
Öxabäck looms.  

“Natural fibers are  
inherently more  
beautiful,” she says.
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THE TIES        
    THAT BIND

  A SOFT RUG THAT INVITES BARE FEET, A PILLOW AS PLEASING TO 
THE EYE AS THE TOUCH, A COVERLET TO DREAM UNDER.  
   THE WOMEN WEAVERS BEHIND THESE ONE-OF-A-KIND WORKS  
  SHARE A COMMON BELIEF: THAT EVERYDAY OBJECTS  
      CAN ALSO BE THINGS OF BEAUTY.

LOOM PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

VICTORIA PEARSON
INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

NGOC MINH NGO
TEXT BY 

ELENI N. GAGE
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ELIZABETH EAKINS 
STUDIO

South Norwalk, Connecticut 

“The principles of weaving are 
always the same—it’s a universal 

language,” says Eakins, the 
renowned designer who started 

selling her handwoven rugs in the 
late 1970s out of a cart in New 

York City. Today she works with 
mills in seven countries to make 

fabric and rugs from natural 
fibers. Her Connecticut space is 

the heart of her business, and 
where she handweaves her pri-

vate reserve line of rugs (like this 
one), made from sheep fleece 

sheared on her farm in Kansas 
and then spun into yarns in Michi-

gan. Ever curious, she still ven-
tures to remote places around 

the globe to visit with fellow arti-
sans, and turns to nature for  

creative fuel. “It’s a canvas that is  
always changing,” she says, add- 

ing that “I’m very specific about 
not following trends. I think 

things with value resurface. They 
were good from the beginning.” 

THE DETAILS: 
Handwoven rugs, from $30 per sq. ft.,  

elizabetheakins.com. 
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A LITTLE WEATHER
Sandy Mush, North Carolina

A lifelong gardener,  
Jessica Green was living  
in New York City in  
her early 20s when she  
was asked to concoct  
natural plant dyes for a 
weaver—and ended up 
trying the craft. “When I 
sat down at a loom for 
the first time, it was one 
of those watershed 
moments,” she recalls. 
Today, Green lives out-
side of Asheville, North 
Carolina, where she 
raises sheep and makes 
textiles, from blankets 
to everyday cloths. The 
wool in this coverlet and 
pillows, for example, is 
hand-spun, “so there’s a 

year’s worth of time put 
into them,” she explains. 
That investment, plus 
her reimagining of colo-
nial American design 
motifs, gives her work 
its distinct appeal.  

“All handweavers want 
their cloth to carry  
the magic of good inten-
tion,” says Green. “The 
world moves so fast; 
weaving highlights the 
importance in things 
that are less efficient.”
THE DETAILS: 
Pillows, from $300 each; 
and coverlets, from $700 
each, alittleweather.com.
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STEPHANIE SEAL BROWN 
HANDWOVENS
Louisville, Kentucky

Interior designers cus-
tom-order Seal Brown’s 
graphic woven-linen 
tape to edge drapes or 
upholstery, pipe the 
arms of sofas, or punch 
up pillows. But for the 
artist herself, each roll 
tells a story, “and all of 
my storytelling comes 
down to color.” Her ref-
erences are abstract  
yet specific, and deeply 
personal: the memory  
of candy wrappers that 
thrilled her as a kid, the 

look of the different 
grasses around her  
studio in Kentucky, or 
the feel of what she 
calls “the movement of 
the city” in Manhattan, 
where she and her  
husband live part-time.  
She also fabricates  
pillows and hand towels  
in the same refined  
palette as her tapes. 

“Weaving is so simple,” 
she says. “It’s rhythmic 
and meditative, and  
provides space to think  
and create.”  
THE DETAILS: 
To the trade only (to find a 
designer, visit asid.org); 
stephaniesealbrown.com.
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HART
Great Barrington, 

Massachusetts

It was a grand gesture that 
turned Jamie Israelow into a 

professional weaver. As a 
photo editor and photojournal-

ist, she started making small 
tapestries on a lap loom at 
night “to satisfy an urge to 

work with my hands.” Soon she 
upgraded to a larger, portable 

model to create scarves, and 
then one birthday, her hus-

band, furniture designer Asher 
Israelow, went all-out and 

bought her a floor loom. “This 
isn’t just a gift,” he told her. 

“Weaving is clearly something 
that you love and that you’re 
good at, and this is a vote for 

you to be doing something you 
love.” Jamie wove a few pil-

lows, which quickly sold out at 
Asher’s next design show. Now 

she has six looms in a studio 
the couple built in a converted 

jacquard mill, where they 
occasionally collaborate. This 

screen is a joint effort: The 
panels showcase different 

fibers and are stretched into  
a frame he built.

THE DETAILS: 
Pillows, from $325 each; and custom 

screen, $6,250, hart-made.com. 
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